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Abstract: Maintenance is a highly procedural activity requiring motor and cognitive engagement. The
aim of this experimental study was to examine how expertise affects maintenance tasks, in particular,
the use of procedural documents. A total of 22 aircraft maintenance technicians were divided into
two groups according to their level of expertise. Helicopter maintenance was evaluated in a real
work environment, using an eye tracker, a fixed camera, and NASA-TLX to measure workload. Both
groups reported a high mental load. Novices showed elevated levels of effort and mental demand.
Experts were faster at all levels of the task and spent less time consulting maintenance documentation.
The acquisition of procedural information was greater at the start of the task, where the gap between
groups was more pronounced. This may be related to the overall planning of the task, in addition,
the task was atomized, with frequent back-and-forth between execution and information intake, for
all participants. Novices had a longer document consultation duration, spread over a greater number
of consultations, but did not have a higher average consultation time. The results indicate a higher
mental load for novices, potentially linked to an increased atomization of the task, as shown by the
frequency of consultations.

Keywords: aircraft maintenance; procedural documentation; expertise; eye tracking; task load

1. Introduction
1.1. Context

Maintenance refers to a set of tasks aimed at preserving the physical condition of
equipment or a system, allowing it to operate in accordance with its specifications [1,2].
The maintenance activity can be understood as the result of a dynamic interaction be-
tween external determinants (maintenance task) and internal determinants (maintenance
operator) [3,4]. In the aircraft industry context, this activity is crucial in ensuring the
airworthiness of aircraft, guaranteeing the safety of passengers, equipment, and people on
the ground [5–7]. Various determinants emerge, contributing to the inherent complexity
of the task. The aircraft maintenance task, as well as the maintenance task in general, is
characterized by hazardous environments, with a high degree of inherent uncertainty and
limited repeatability [8–10]. It is important to note the complexity involved in aircraft
design. Aircraft consist of multiple interconnected and interdependent systems, each
containing sub-systems that are vulnerable to cascading effects. Any malfunction in one
system can have an impact on other systems or the whole aircraft [11]. Additionally, access
to the part being serviced may also require the removal and re-installation of other systems.
Assembly tasks have many parallels with maintenance; indeed, this is because assembly
and installation tasks are integral parts of the maintenance task.
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1.2. The Procedural Documentation

The complex design of aircraft systems and the severity of the consequences of er-
rors make it subject to stringent regulatory requirements. Maintenance tasks exhibit the
attributes of a “well-structured task”, as explained by Simon [12]. They are characterized
by a testable standard for solutions, descriptions of problem states using objectives and
sub-objectives, achievable state modifications, and knowledge integration [12]. The pro-
cedure determines the hierarchical structure of the task by sequencing it into sub-tasks
with integrated detailed instructions. As a prescriptive document, the aircraft maintenance
manual (AMM) explicitly defines all procedures required to maintain an aircraft. Orga-
nized into chapters and sub-chapters, this hierarchical document integrates illustrations
and text. Managing uncertainty is a significant challenge for safety-critical organizations,
such as nuclear power plants, the oil and chemical industries, and aviation [13]. Rules and
procedures guide and structure activities by defining objectives, decision-making processes,
and constraints, ultimately improving reliability and safety.

1.3. Experts versus Novices

Aircraft maintenance is carried out by aircraft maintenance technicians (AMTs). Given
the complexity of the task and safety challenges inherent in the aviation industry, aircraft
maintenance is carried out by a highly skilled and specialized workforce [14]. Maintenance
requires a wide variety of skills and knowledge [10]. Comprehending the impact of
expertise can provide valuable information to identify areas of improvement [15,16].

Expertise has been studied extensively in a wide range of fields [17–19]. The liter-
ature highlights the following aspects: expertise is inherently domain-specific because
individuals acquire specialized problem-solving strategies within a particular domain
through experiences that provide opportunities to use and organize domain-specific in-
formation [20]. In their domain, experts often develop an increased ability to perceive
significant information patterns that evade those without this skill. For instance, expert
electronics technicians were shown to be able to reproduce significant parts of complex
circuit diagrams after only a few seconds of exposure, whereas novices were unable to
do so [21]. Experts detect specific patterns, which allows them to memorize and process
complex information faster than beginners. In Chase and Simon (1973) [22], experts demon-
strated enhanced memory for structured stimuli (patterns of chess pieces), but did not
show the same ability to recall random unstructured stimuli. These results have been
replicated in various fields, including medicine and electronics [21,23,24]. Experts tend
to execute actions faster and more efficiently than non-experts [25–28]. Expertise allows
individuals to use previously learned rules and procedures, eliminating the need to engage
in a step-by-step reasoning process for each task [29]. This phenomenon has implica-
tions for cognitive engagement. As individuals gain experience and knowledge within
a domain, they construct mental models and heuristics that facilitate more efficient task
performance [19,25,29]. Consequently, this leads to a reduction in the mental load required
for task completion.

1.4. The Use of Procedural Information

In the context of maintenance, there is a cognitive side of the activity but in contrast
to chess, mental calculation, or programming, there is also a physical side of the activity
involving the execution of motor tasks. Therefore, the activity must be measured globally,
but also through information gathering and execution.

There is a specificity in the cognitive aspects involved in the maintenance activity;
indeed, reading a procedure has a pragmatic objective: execution. This directly affects how
the procedure is used [30]. The processing of procedural documents occurs in multiple
informational contexts, including the user’s prior knowledge of the system [31]. In the con-
text of maintenance, unlike other situations where access to the procedural document at the
time of the task is difficult or impossible [32,33], the operator refers to the document while
performing the procedure [34–36]. A common phenomenon described in the literature on
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the use of procedure is the “atomization of actions” [37]. The activity is sequenced around
two actions: procedural information intake and task execution. Participants interrupt
the progression of their actions (execution of instructions) through information-gathering
activities carried out on the procedural document. Atomization has been studied in a
variety of contexts, including medicine [32,38–40], cooking recipes [37], and the use of
everyday objects [41,42]. Atomization would minimize the cognitive cost of translating
instructions into actions [37,43]. In multimedia learning, segmenting information into
chunks serves as a strategy to reduce the cognitive load on learners engaged in information
processing [44–46].

With regard to maintenance, several studies have studied maintenance documenta-
tion [34,47–50]. However, to date, no quantitative data have been collected on the use
of documentation in a real maintenance task, looking at differences between experts and
novices. Moreover, given the complexity of the procedures involved in operational aircraft
maintenance tasks, it is expected that the atomization phenomenon will be observed, but
we are missing empirical data.

There are various techniques for measuring procedural information use, considering
the constraints associated with the maintenance activity. First, the tools used must have
the least impact on the operator. For example, the Think-Aloud method is embedded in
the context of qualitative research, its main limitation being the direct influence on the
execution of the task, which requires the operator to perform a secondary task consisting of
the verbal expression of his thoughts [51]. Ganier and his collaborators have developed
a specialized software, known as TIP-EXE [32,52]. This software can blur the prescribed
document. Therefore, the user can selectively deflect the desired segment of the document
with a single click. At the same time, the software generates time data that provide details
about the viewing order as well as the time spent exploring each specific segment. This
method has many advantages; however, it also generates a cost related to an additional
action for the operator and is not adapted to the study of interactions with a non-digital
prescription. The method of measuring visual attention through an eye tracker is currently
used in expert–novice paradigms and in the context of the study of procedural information
intake [51]. As part of the experiments conducted in Jannin’s thesis [43] on suture learning,
two distinct approaches were adopted to evaluate the use of the procedure: the use of TIP-
EXE software and the implementation of an eye-tracking measure. The author underlines
the relevance of the eye-tracking method because of its contribution to a more realistic
and ecological experience. Other studies have also used eye tracking [53,54] to evaluate
the application of the procedure in contexts involving static participants. The adoption
of mobile eye-tracking technology offers a relevant solution for assessing the second
sequencing between execution and procedure [51]. By measuring the duration of gaze
within an area of interest (AOI) [55,56], it is possible to quantify the time and duration
during which visual attention is devoted to maintenance documentation, in a non-binding
way and via paper format. Eye movement tracking has emerged as the optimal approach for
exploring visual cognitive strategies; it allows for accurate measurement in the context of
complex tasks within their dynamic environments, extending to fields such as medicine [57],
sports [58,59], transport [60–64], and construction [65–67].

1.5. Our Approach

This study is based on a previous study [68,69], and centered on the development
of a tool to measure the use of procedure documents in aircraft maintenance. The results
from one participant showed an important information intake phase at the beginning of
the operation. In this study, one goal is to see if these results are generalizable and if there
are specific patterns associated with expertise in procedural information acquisition. The
primary aim of our study is to quantify the impact of expertise on procedural information
intake in the context of a real maintenance task carried out in a maintenance hangar.
The maintenance procedure theoretically provides a comprehensive description of the
task, enabling its execution without additional prerequisites [3] and providing the same
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framework for all AMTs in the maintenance process [34,48]. We intend to measure the
operators’ activity and workload, to evaluate the effectiveness of procedural documentation
in bridging the gap between novices and experts. This investigation was framed by the
following research questions and hypotheses:

RQ1. Is there an impact of expertise on the procedural information intake in the context of a
maintenance task?

H1. We expect experts to be faster than novices in both the execution and procedural information intake.

The operationalization of this hypothesis will be based on behavioral indicators (ab-
solute duration, document consultation duration, execution duration, percentage of time
spent on the document). To provide a more detailed analysis of the use of the procedure,
a closer examination of the atomization phenomenon, as described in the literature, will
be proposed.

RQ2. Is procedural information intake atomization dependent on the expertise level?

H2. If the phenomenon of atomization of the task is due to resource-intensive processes associated
with procedure execution, then we expect expertise to have an impact on the number of consultations
and the average time spent consulting the procedure.

Finally, we wish to address the workload.

RQ3. Are there differences in the workload experienced by operators?

H3. Maintenance seems to have physical [70–72] and mental dimensions. Based on the literature,
the difference between novices and experts is anticipated in the mental dimension.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Participants

The target population for our study is men and women who are helicopter AMTs and
over the age of 18. The population consists of 22 participants who have been divided into
two groups based on their experience. The inclusion criteria for the study are as follows:
(i) be over 18 years of age; and (ii) be actively engaged in AMT work or training at the time
of the study. Participants are divided into two groups according to their experience. The
expert group consisted of 10 male participants with a mean age of 51.6 years (SD = 7.6)
and a mean experience of 30 years (SD = 7.2). Inclusion in this group required a minimum
of 20 years of experience as an AMT. The novice group consisted of 12 participants, with a
mean age of 22.7 years (SD = 3.3) and a mean experience of 7 months (SD = 1.8).
Participants in this group were in training at the time of the experiment and had some field
experience during their training. Of the 12 participants in the novice group, 67% were male.

2.2. Materials

Data collection included a scene camera, a mobile eye tracker, and a questionnaire. A
GoPro Hero 4 camera (GoPro, San Mateo, CA, USA), affixed within the maintenance area
(Figure 1), captured the working area surrounding the helicopter at 1080p resolution and
30 frames per second. The Tobii Pro Glasses 2 (Tobii AB, Danderyd, Sweden) was utilized
as a head-mounted mobile eye tracker to acquire data on eye fixation, and scene video
captured the working area surrounding the helicopter at 1080p resolution and 30 frames
per second. The Tobii Pro Glasses 2 was utilized as a head-mounted mobile eye tracker
to acquire data on eye fixation and scene video. The device has an accuracy of 0.5° and
a sampling rate of 100 Hz. This tool is unobtrusive and suitable for real-world data
collection [61,73]. Workload measurement was undertaken using the weighted NASA
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Task Load Index [74] questionnaire due to its standardized and validated tool status. The
15 pairwise comparisons of dimensions were presented to the operator. The frequency with
which each dimension is chosen determines its weight or importance. These weights are
then multiplied by the raw ratings for each dimension, according to the Hart and Staveland
procedure [74].

Figure 1. Aircraft maintenance activity analysis setup.

2.3. Protocol

Before starting the experiment, the experimenter provided a detailed explanation of the
study and answered any questions the participants might have had. Each participant signed
a consent form before being equipped with the eye tracker. During the task, the technician
initiated it as soon as they received the procedural document, and participants were free to
take as much time as they needed to complete the task.

The validation of maintenance quality was primarily anchored in the successful com-
pletion of the task and the final compliance of the helicopter with established navigabil-
ity standards.

All common maintenance tools and specific tools referenced in the procedural doc-
ument were available in the hangar. Upon completion, participants signaled the end of
the task and were disconnected from the eye tracker. Afterward, they completed the
NASA-TLX questionnaire. Aircraft maintenance technicians were tasked with inspecting
the components of the right rear landing gear brake unit on an H215/225 helicopter (Airbus
Helicopters, Marignane, France). This task involved a removal phase to access the area
to be inspected, followed by an installation phase to return the helicopter to its original
configuration. The task could be completed by one technician.

The prescribed reference for this task was the aircraft maintenance manual (AMM),
which contained the procedure for inspecting brake unit parts on the helicopter model
(ensuring the absence of scratches, wear, corrosion, impact marks, leaks, and the verification
of their condition). The procedure was 21 pages in a hard copy format, spread over five
work cards. The information in the document was either contained entirely in a work card
or a chapter within a work card. There were 15 pages of text and 6 pages of figures in the
procedural documentation.

2.4. Data Analysis
2.4.1. Previous Result

Prior to this study, we conducted previous research [69] aimed at defining a method-
ology to characterize the use of procedural documents using an eye-tracking device. It
is based on a temporal qualification of the data, allowing us to relate the consultation
times within the procedure and the main steps of the tasks materialized by milestones
(Figure 2). The methodology developed was tested on the same task as in this experiment
with one participant. The division of the task into temporal sequences based on observable
milestones makes it possible to enrich the analysis of variables and to compare participants
with varying overall task durations.
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Figure 2. Key parts for task milestones definition: pin (a), wheel (b), brake unit (c), and bolt (d). The
yellow arrows indicate the location of the part in the image.

The milestones presented in Figure 2 and used in this study were selected because
of their succinct yet recognizable actions (observable by priority through the egocentric
camera of the eye tracker or by default through the scene camera), and the specific order
in which they are realized. Each removal/installation is described in the procedure and
was observed for each participant. The visualization of the distribution of the use of
the document during the task (Figure 3) allowed us to see the need to characterize the
back-and-forth between reading times and execution times. The upper part of the figure
shows the breakdown of the task into three phases and nine steps. The three main phases
of the maintenance operation are removal, inspection, and installation. The steps are
numbered from I to IX. The steps are delimited by the start and end of the operation and
by eight numbered milestones whose labels are shown in white frames and presented in
Figure 2. The lower part of the figure shows the evolution of the document consultation for
a participant based on the data of the previous research [69]. The background is divided
into segments colored according to the task step (shown in the upper part). The width of the
colored areas in the background shows the relative duration of each step. The gray strips
represent the time the participant spent looking at the maintenance document. The black
curve represents the cumulative percentage of time the participant spent viewing the
document. Based on this observation, we measured the number of consultations and the
average consultation duration.
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Figure 3. Decomposition of the maintenance operation and evolution of document consultation for
one participant.

2.4.2. Variables

We identify four independent variables (expertise, phases, steps, NASA TLX dimen-
sions) and seven dependent variables. The definitions of the dependent variables are
presented in Table 1. All dependent variables, except the weighted NASA TLX score, are
extracted either globally or for each phase or step.

Table 1. Dependent variables and their definitions.

Variable Units Definition

Absolute duration min
Difference between the timestamps of the

milestones bordering the time
period studied.

Document consultation duration min
Sum of gaze fixation duration performed

within the AMM during the time
period studied

Execution duration min Difference between document consultation
duration and absolute duration

Percentage of time spent consulting the
documentation %

Ratio between the documentation
consultation duration and the

absolute duration

Number of consultations ∅ Number of consultations in the time
period studied.

Average consultation duration s Average duration of consultations over the
time period studied.

NASA-TLX scores ∅ The weighted scores on the six dimensions
of the NASA-TLX.

2.4.3. Data Quality

One participant did not complete the NASA-TLX questionnaire, resulting in a sample
size of 21 for the workload analysis (9 experts and 12 novices). The temporal variables
analysis excluded two experts and two novices who had a low gaze sample percentage
(<60%) and one novice due to incomplete eye data recording (8 experts and 9 novices).
The gaze sample percentages for both groups were as follows: between 60% and 70% for
two experts, between 70% and 80% for three experts and one novice, and more than 80%
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for three experts and nine novices. The decision to exclude participants demonstrating
a gaze sample percentage below 60% was rooted in our commitment to precision and to
avoid potential biases in the analysis.

2.4.4. Extraction of Variables Related to Instruction Consultation

To characterize the acquisition of procedural information [75,76], temporal behavioral
data were collected to obtain all dependent variables related to the use of procedural
documentation. In order to detect document consultation, we used the area of interest
(AOI) technique on all eye-tracking data collected in the field. An AOI was defined [56],
for all pages of the document, for all participants. We used Tobii Pro Lab 1.152 ® analysis
software, which supports both manual and automated AOI mapping. We manually checked
fixations for all data collected because a validity test of the automated mapping technique
on the previous research [69] yielded unsatisfactory results. The data processing resulted in
a time series, indicating when the participants consulted the procedural documents. Gaze
fixations were temporally qualified to associate them with the corresponding phase and
step (Figure 4). We used a filter threshold on the mapped ocular data to group the fixations
made on the document that were spaced less than 3 s apart to form a consultation. We
tested a threshold range from 0.5 to 10 s on the data, and we found that the selection of
the filter threshold did not affect the inter-participant differences. The decision to use a
3-second threshold was based on the observations made during the previous research [69].
This allowed us to extract the following variables: the number of consultations and average
consultation time.

Figure 4. Temporal qualification of document consultation of the fixation. On the left, an illustration
of the AMT wearing the mobile eye tracker with the gaze fixation on the maintenance documentation.
On the right, the temporal qualification of the document consultation of the fixation is presented,
where the first point represents the qualification of the fixation within the documentation and the
second point indicates its temporal qualification in the decomposition presented in Figure 3.

2.4.5. Statistical Analysis

We conducted a statistical analysis on the three levels of the maintenance task: entire
task, phase level, and step level. To test our hypotheses, we used multiple analyses of
variance (ANOVAs) on the dependent variables. At the entire task level, we performed
one-way ANOVA with the factor of expertise (novice, expert). At the phase level, we used
repeated measure two-way ANOVA with factors of expertise (novice, expert) and phase
(removal, inspection, installation). At the step level, we used repeated measure two-way
ANOVA with factors of expertise (novice, expert) and Step (I to IX). Similarly, for the
weighted NASA TLX scores, we used repeated measure two-way ANOVA with factors
of expertise (novice, expert) and dimensions (mental, physical, temporal, performance,
effort, frustration). In the case of significant ANOVA results, we conducted post hoc
analyses using Student’s Newman–Keuls post hoc tests to determine significant differences.
A significance level of α = 0.05 was used for all analyses.
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2.4.6. Data Processing

For data analysis, three software tools were used to process and analyze the data.
Tobii Pro Lab (1.152, Tobii AB, Danderyd, Sweden) was used for processing ocular data
and raw data exports. Matlab scripts (R2020b, The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA),
were used to obtain dependent variables. Finally, RStudio scripts (1.3.959, RStudio, PBC,
Boston, MA, USA) were used to calculate statistical indicators, perform statistical tests,
and generate figures.

3. Results
3.1. Workload

This section aims to investigate the effect of expertise on workload. Table 2 presents the
mean values and interquartile ranges for the NASA TLX dimension among both experts and
novices. The ANOVA revealed no significant effect of expertise on the weighted NASA-TLX.
However, the dimension had a significant effect on workload (F(5, 95) = 14.8, p < 0.001),
with the mental dimension being significantly higher than the other dimensions for all
groups (all p < 0.001). Additionally, an interaction effect of expertise × dimension was
observed (F(5, 95) = 5.7, p < 0.001), with novices reporting significantly higher load than
experts in the effort (p < 0.05) and mental (p < 0.05) dimensions.

Table 2. Mean and interquartile range (IQR) values for each NASA TLX dimension (9 experts and
12 novices).

Mental
Demands

Physical
Demands

Temporal
Demands Performance Effort Frustration

Mean IQR Mean IQR Mean IQR Mean IQR Mean IQR Mean IQR

Weighted NASA
TLX Score

Experts 170.6 175.0 138.9 85.0 88.9 80.0 50.6 50.0 59.4 50.0 29.4 5

Novices 234.2 197.5 48.3 47.5 43.3 36.25 126.2 30.0 163.3 191.3 28.8 7.5

3.2. Procedural Information Intake

All participants used the AMM during the maintenance task. Table 3 presents the mean
values and interquartile ranges for the three variables among both experts and novices.

Table 3. Mean and interquartile range (IQR) values for each of the dependent variables grouped by
groups and phases. Each column represents a phase and is divided into two sections, showing the
median and interquartile ranges. Similarly, each row represents a dependent variable and is divided
into two sections, showing the values for each expertise group (8 experts and 9 novices).

Removal Inspection Installation Total
Mean IQR Mean IQR Mean IQR Mean IQR

Absolute Duration (min) Expert 40.6 9.9 11.2 16.2 55.1 20.9 107 33.2
Novice 78.6 10.9 20.9 9.9 90.4 21.7 189.9 35.9

Execution Duration (min) Expert 35.0 7.2 9.8 13.4 50.8 16.7 95.7 24.9
Novice 53.9 16.6 17.8 12.2 77.4 19.5 149.1 18.7

Document consultation duration (min) Expert 5.6 4.0 1.5 2.7 4.3 3.8 11.5 9.7
Novice 24.7 8.6 3.1 2.9 12.9 3.2 40.7 15.7

Percentage of time spent on documentation (%) Expert 14.1 7.9 8.8 12.6 7.6 3.9 10.6 5.0
Novice 31.4 13.0 20.1 13.0 15.1 6.9 22.0 8.4

3.2.1. Main Effect of Phase/Step

The ANOVA analysis revealed significant effects of the phase on both document con-
sultation duration (F(2, 30) = 55.2, p < 0.001) and the percentage of time spent consulting
the document (F(2, 30) = 17.6, p < 0.001). Post hoc analyses revealed significant differ-
ences (all p < 0.001) in document consultation duration across all phases. The removal
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phase exhibited the longest duration, followed by installation and inspection. Additionally,
post hoc analysis revealed that the removal phase was significantly higher than the other
phases in terms of the percentage of time spent consulting the document (p < 0.001).

A main effect of phase was found on both absolute duration (F(2, 30) = 62.1, p < 0.001)
and execution duration (F(2, 30) = 51.2, p < 0.001). Post hoc analyses revealed significant
differences between all phases for both absolute duration (p < 0.05) and execution duration
(p < 0.001). We observed that for both variables, the installation phase had the longest
duration, followed by the removal and inspection phases.

On a more microscopic scale, a significant main effect of the step was observed
for all four variables: document consultation duration (F(8, 120) = 25.3, p < 0.001),
percentage of time spent on the document (F(8, 120) = 33.8, p < 0.001), absolute duration
(F(8, 120) = 6.4, p < 0.001), and execution duration (F(8, 120) = 6.2, p < 0.001). Post hoc
analyses revealed that step I exhibited a significantly higher percentage of time allocated
to consulting documentation and document consultation duration (p < 0.001 for both
indicators). Step VII exhibited significantly longer absolute duration and execution duration
compared to the other steps (p < 0.01 and p < 0.001, respectively).

3.2.2. Main Effect of Expertise

Data analysis revealed a significant main effect of expertise on the duration of doc-
ument consultation (F(1, 15) = 32.2, p < 0.001), the percentage of time spent consulting
documentation (F(1, 15) = 15.5, p < 0.01), absolute duration (F(1, 15) = 21.1, p < 0.001),
and execution (F(1, 15) = 9.26, p < 0.01).

3.2.3. Interaction Effect of Phase/Step x Expertise

Regarding the interaction effect between phase and expertise, the results showed no
significant interaction effect for execution or the percentage of time spent on documenta-
tion. However, a significant interaction effect was observed for the consultation duration
(F(2, 30) = 23.6, p < 0.001) and absolute duration (F(2, 30) = 22.1, p < 0.05). In a post
hoc analysis of the two variables, significant differences in document consultation duration
emerged between the novice and expert groups for both the removal and installation phases
(p < 0.001). During the removal phase, experts showed an average document consultation
duration of 5.6 min (SD = 2.7 min), while novices showed a significantly longer average of
24.7 min (SD = 9.7 min). Similarly, in the installation phase, experts showed an average
document consultation duration of 4.3 min (SD = 2.8 min), while novices showed an
average duration of 12.9 min (SD = 3.3 min). Furthermore, a significant difference was
observed within the novice group across all phases (p < 0.001). This was not observed in
the expert group.

When examining the interaction effect of step x expertise, the results show a significant
effect on the duration of the consultation (F(8, 120) = 14.6, p < 0.001), as well as a signifi-
cant effect on the percentage of time spent on documentation (F(8, 120) = 8.3, p < 0.001).
No interaction effect is found for absolute and execution duration.

Post hoc analyses were conducted for consultation duration and the percentage of time
spent on documentation. In relation to the duration of document consultation during Step
I (Figure 5), a significant difference was found between the novice and expert groups at this
point (p < 0.001). Additionally, in terms of the percentage of time spent on documentation
during Step I of the task (as shown in Figure 5), both novices (σ = 55.6%, SD = 14.3%) and
experts (σ = 22.1%, SD = 11.8%) allocated the highest percentage of time to document
consultation. In particular, Step I stands out as significantly higher than all other steps for
novices (all p < 0.001) and, with the exception of Step II, for experts (all p < 0.05).
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Figure 5. Boxplots of the percentage of time spent consulting documentation per step and
expertise group.

In this section, we investigated how expertise influences the variables that compose
absolute duration. The results demonstrate that expertise has a significant impact on abso-
lute duration, with a greater impact on consultation than on execution. More specifically,
experts perform the maintenance task at an average of 45.8% faster than novices. This
distinction becomes more apparent when consulting instructions, where experts are 71.6%
faster than novices. For execution, the difference is 35.9%.

3.3. Atomization

The analysis focused on indicators measuring the phenomenon of atomization, includ-
ing the number of consultations and the average duration of consultations.

3.3.1. Main Effect of Phase/Step

For both variables, there are significant main effects on phase, with (F(2, 30) = 25.4,
p < 0.001) for consultation and (F(2, 30) = 13.3, p < 0.001) for average consultation
duration. The number of consultations is lower in the inspection phase (all p < 0.001).
The average consultation duration is longer in removal (all p < 0.001). There is also a
significant main effect on the step, with (F(8, 120) = 21.4, p < 0.001) for consultation
and (F(8, 120) = 13.7, p < 0.001) for the average consultation duration. There is more
consultation on steps V and VII compared to all other steps (all p < 0.05). The average
consultation duration is longer in Step I (p < 0.001).

3.3.2. Main Effect of Expertise

Only the number of consultations was significantly impacted by expertise
(F(1, 15) = 22.7, p < 0.001). Novice participants conducted an average of 202 consul-
tations (SD = 47.2), while expert participants performed 88 consultations (SD = 50.8).
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The average consultation duration (F(1, 15) = 2.1, p > 0.05) for all participants was
10.8 s, with experts averaging 9.1 s and novices averaging 12.2 seconds.

3.3.3. Interaction Effect of Phase/Step x Expertise

The phase-level ANOVA demonstrated a significant interaction effect solely on the
number of consultations (F(8, 120) = 5.9, p < 0.01). There is an expert–novice difference in
the removal and installation phases (all p < 0.001). For novice operators, there is a lower
number of consultations during inspection (all p < 0.001).

The step-level ANOVA demonstrated a significant interaction effect solely on the
average consultation duration (F(8, 120) = 2.3, p < 0.05) (Figure 6). For Step I, post hoc
analyses indicated that average consultation times were longer than for all other steps. This
result applies to both novices (all p < 0.001) and experts (all p < 0.001), with the exception
of Step II for experts.

Figure 6. Box plots comparing per step and per expertise group (A) the average consultation time,
and (B) the number of consultations.

4. Discussion

In this study, we investigated the impact of expertise on aircraft maintenance activity.
The key findings of our study can be summarized as follows: Our indicators on activity

duration are consistent with the body of literature on the subject [19,26–28,77,78]. Experts
have a lower task completion time than novices (H1). The maintenance task encompasses
the execution of motor actions that are prescribed by the procedural instructions outlined
in the aircraft maintenance manual. Experts are faster on both sides of the task (execution
duration and document consultation). Differences between novices and experts are more
important in the time dedicated to procedural information intake. On average, novices
took 35.9% longer to execute the task and 71.6% longer to consult the documentation. All
participants consulted the procedural document, regardless of the level of expertise of the
participants, with frequent back-and-forth between the documentation consultation activity
and execution throughout the task. These results are consistent with the context of the
maintenance task, particularly with the safety aspect inherent in the aviation field, but also
with the complexity of the procedures [34] necessary for the maintenance of a helicopter,
which makes it impossible to fully memorize it [50]. Expertise has a global effect on all
tasks of the maintenance activity, but its effect on document consultation is more complex.

Concerning the NASA-TLX dimensions, novices showed a significantly higher score
on both the effort and the mental workload (H3) dimensions as compared to experts. These
findings can be explained by considering the influence of the knowledge and skills of the
experts on the efficiency of the maintenance activities: both in the extraction of crucial
information relative to the current task stage and in the planning of the execution based on
the information derived from the procedural document. Our study shows that even if the
maintenance activity generates physical constraints (displacement, awkward postures, load
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bearing) [9,70,72,79], the use of procedures requires a strong mobilization of attentional
and cognitive resources, corroborating the findings of [45,50,80–82].

Moreover, our results show that the amount of procedural information intake is not
linear during the task. During the removal phase, operators, regardless of their level of
expertise, place a greater emphasis on procedural information intake, particularly during
the first step of removal for novices and the first and second steps for experts. Removal
is theoretically less complicated than installation [83]. Access to certain parts may remain
restricted during the removal phase until other components have been deposited. These
accessibility constraints are inherent in the system and embody the interdependent rela-
tionships that structure the instructions within the procedure. They provide additional
information by clarifying the sequence of actions to be followed by the technician. We
suggest that the longer duration and greater importance of information gathering at the
beginning of a task are not solely related to the execution of instructions during those inter-
vals, but rather to the overall planning of the maintenance task. In this study, procedural
information intake would serve two purposes, an execution purpose throughout the task
and a general planning purpose at the beginning of the task.

The data relating to the number of consultations and average consultation duration il-
lustrates the phenomenon of atomization in the maintenance task. The aircraft maintenance
activity observed for all participants shows a phenomenon observed in the context of other
tasks involving a procedural document in other domains [37,40,51]. The whole consultation
duration of the document is segmented into multiple short consultations. The maintenance
activity consists of multiple processes of information intake and action, resulting in a
multitude of specific planning periods linked to the part of instruction consulted.

In our task, novices exhibit a prolonged duration of procedural document consultation,
and this extension is manifested in a higher frequency of consultations (H2). However, we
do not observe a longer average duration of consultations for novices, if we consider the
task in its entirety. These results can be explained by the fact that novices tend to break
the overall task into more information acquisition cycles in order to reduce cognitive load,
i.e., to process smaller chunks of information at once [45]. Previous work has shown that
this process limits the amount of information in working memory in order to reduce the
cost of processing instructions [42,80]. However, when focusing on what we identified as
the primary planning phase of the task. It is observed that the largest discrepancies between
the groups occur in Step I. These discrepancies were observed in terms of consultation
duration, the percentage of time devoted to consultation, and the average consultation
duration. It is important to note that this effect among novices is not counterbalanced by a
decrease in consultation duration during subsequent steps of the task. Our study aligns
with the existing literature on the process of forming a mental representation of a problem-
solving task environment, referred to as the ’basic problem space’ [84,85]. Novices appear
to invest more time in procedural information intake for task planning. This suggests
that experts, who are familiar with a particular problem type, can efficiently draw upon
previous problem spaces and distinguish only necessary information for general planning
without going into detailed instructions that will be processed later during execution. This
is in contrast to novices who must allocate additional time and effort to construct the
problem space from scratch due to their lack of familiarity with the problem type.

4.1. Practical Implications

Our study presents empirical findings on procedural information intake behaviors in
the authentic context of maintenance tasks. The research involved using the procedure in
its natural paper format, without any imposed restrictions or specific usage instructions.
The maintenance task was extensive, lasting over an hour and requiring the execution of
multiple instructions from a document comprising numerous pages. Understanding how
aircraft maintenance technicians use aircraft maintenance manuals has practical implica-
tions for procedural design and AMT training. The information intake within AMMs is
achieved through multiple short consultations, averaging a duration of 10.8 s. Good readers
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can process information at a rate of 200 to 400 words per minute [86,87]. This indicates
that the amount of information absorbed during each consultation is relatively small. In
document design, it is important to optimize the physical format to facilitate the efficient
location of relevant information [54,88]. Our study highlights the potential challenges
faced by novice individuals when initiating the maintenance task; training programs can
be designed to emphasize the initial interaction with the global procedural document at
the start of a task. Consequently, workers could learn to extract the important cues for
planning their entire task. Our study shows that mobile eye tracking is suitable for field
studies in the context of aircraft maintenance, even over long periods of measurement with
procedural documents in paper format.

4.2. Limitations and Future Studies

There are some limitations associated with this study that need to be mentioned. We
believe that the main limitation of this study is our attempt to be as close as possible to
real maintenance conditions by not imposing any constraints on the operator’s activities.
This has implications for methodological choices. The mental workload measurement
might have been addressed using physiological indicators [89], such as heart rate or pupil
diameter. However, the lighting conditions of our hangar or the movement inherent to
maintenance activity made these indicators difficult to set up.

Regarding the depth of the analysis of eye-tracking data, our study considers only
basic indicators and procedural documentation in a single object of interest. It would be
beneficial to include an analysis of the information extracted from the documentation to
further develop the initial contributions presented in this study. For example, it might be
interesting to analyze the effect of expertise on document navigation.

Finally, while the primary focus of our study is on procedural aspects, we recognize
the importance of including the physical dimension, which may provide a perspective for
a more comprehensive understanding of expertise in maintenance tasks.

5. Conclusions

This study investigated the effect of expertise on aircraft maintenance tasks, including
the use of procedural documents. The analysis of activity, using step and phase division,
as well as the measurement of gaze behavior and workload, enabled us to assess the
influence of expertise in a real-life industrial context. The results show that experts are
faster than novices at all levels of the task (whole task, phases, steps), as well as in the
execution and information intake. The study allowed us to characterize the way proce-
dural information is acquired about a population of AMTs. The results show that the
acquisition of procedural information is more important at the beginning of the task and
that there is a back-and-forth between execution and information acquisition. This pro-
cedural information-gathering time at the beginning of the task can be attributed to the
overall planning of the maintenance task prior to the start of its execution. This is when
the expert–novice gap is the most important. The extra time spent by novices during this
phase is not offset by a less significant use of procedures afterward. The novices had to
exert more mental effort than the experts to accomplish the task; it is still important to
note that both groups reported a mental dimension that was superior to the other scales
measured. The findings indicate that novices experience a higher workload during the
maintenance task compared to experts. This could be attributed to novices exhibiting
increased task atomization, as evidenced by the greater number of consultations. These
results have important implications for AMT training. They demonstrate the importance of
focusing on the intake of procedural information and the use of procedures in the planning
of maintenance tasks. The findings suggest that training programs for novice AMTs place a
strong emphasis on the effective intake of procedural information and the use of procedures
in the planning of maintenance tasks. The results suggest that the design of procedures
should focus on facilitating the acquisition of procedural information. Our study suggests
that the information extraction process within the AMM differs between the planning and
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completion phases of the task. This could impact the development of procedures. This
study paves the way for future research on the effect of expertise on the aircraft mainte-
nance task. Future research could explore the effect of expertise on information gathering
within the maintenance procedure.
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